Supervisor’s review

Student: Anastasiia Makarova

Topic: Smart House

The topic is aimed at the analysis of smart house concept, overview of available technologies and the discussion of its application in case of family houses.

Author of DW actively worked on the topic systematically during the last two semesters. She was able to find many of the information without direct supervisors help. She presented good understanding of the topic.

Authors of DW periodically discussed the progress in DW preparation with the supervisors. Author of DW, according to my meaning, fulfilled all the parts of DW topic.

I would appreciate more complex discussion of possibilities to implement concept of Smart House in case of reconstruction of old family houses.

Results of DW can serve as the basis for orientation in the topic (esp. first part of DW dealing with overview of technologies).

Suggested questions for the discussion:
- What is the experience with the Smart House concept implementation in the Czech Republic compared e.g. with the France or Germany? What are the reasons for differences?

Suggested classification:
- C (good) -
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